May 2017 Release Content

--------NEW TITLES---------------------------------------------

1.  *Diplomatic History* (Arts & Sciences XV)

    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/diplhist](http://www.jstor.org/journal/diplhist)


    Moving Wall: 5 years

    Publisher: Oxford University Press

    ISSN: 0145-2096


    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/indiunivmath](http://www.jstor.org/journal/indiunivmath)

    Previous Title: *Journal of Mathematics and Mechanics* [1957-1970] (0095-9057)

    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jmathmech](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jmathmech)


    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jratimechanal](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jratimechanal)

    Coverage:

    Vol. 1 (1952) – Vol. 5, No. 6 (1956);

    Vol. 6, No. 1 (1957) – Vol. 19, No. 12 (1970);

    Vol. 20, No. 1 (July, 1970) – Vol. 62, No. 6 (2013);

    Moving Wall: 3 years

    Publisher: Indiana University Mathematics Department

    ISSN: 0022-2518


    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/procindihistcong](http://www.jstor.org/journal/procindihistcong)

    Coverage: Vols. 9-74 (1946-2013)

    Moving Wall: 3 years

    Publisher: Indian History Congress
ISSN: 2249-1937

4. **Weather, Climate, and Society** (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/weatclimsoci](http://www.jstor.org/journal/weatclimsoci)

   Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (October, 2009) – Vol. 6, No. 4 (October, 2014)

   Moving Wall: 2 years

   Publisher: American Meteorological Society

   ISSN: 1948-8327

--------Title previously released for CSP (now available to Archive Collections)--------

1. **Journal of the Pennsylvania Academy of Science** [1988- ] (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jpennacadscie](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jpennacadscie)

   Previous Title: *Proceedings of the Pennsylvania Academy of Science* [1924-1987] (0096-9222)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/procpennacadscie](http://www.jstor.org/journal/procpennacadscie)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 1 (1924/1926) - Vol. 61, No. 2 (1987);

   Vol. 62, No. 1 (September, 1988) - Vol. 87, No. 3 (December, 2013)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Pennsylvania State University Press

   ISSN: 1044-6753

--------Previous Title for Publicly Released Journal--------

1. **University of Malaya Law Review** *(1959-1961)* (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/univmalalawrevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/univmalalawrevi)


   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: National University of Singapore

   ISSN: 2529-7414
Note: University of Malaya Law Review (1959-1961) is a previous title to Singapore Journal of Legal Studies.

---------MOVING WALL DECREASES-----------------------------------

1. **American Journal of Nursing** (Health & General Sciences; Life Sciences)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/americanjnursing](http://www.jstor.org/journal/americanjnursing)


   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, a business of Wolters Kluwer Health

   ISSN: 0002-936X

   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 7 to 5 years.

2. **Atlantis** (Arts & Sciences IX; Iberoamérica)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/atlantis](http://www.jstor.org/journal/atlantis)

   Coverage: Vol. 36, Nos. 1-2 (June-December, 2014)

   Moving Wall: 2 years

   Publisher: AEDEAN: Asociación española de estudios anglo-americanos

   ISSN: 0210-6124

   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 3 to 2 years.

3. **Chicago Review** (Arts & Sciences V)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/chicagorev](http://www.jstor.org/journal/chicagorev)


   Moving Wall: 2 years

   Publisher: Chicago Review

   ISSN: 0009-3696

   Note: By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 7 to 2 years.
4. **Qedem** (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/qedem](http://www.jstor.org/journal/qedem)

   Coverage:


   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Institute of Archaeology, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

   ISSN: 0333-5844

   *Note:* By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 2 years to zero.

----------PREVIOUSLY MISSING ISSUES-----------------------------------------

1. **Acta Oeconomica** (Arts & Sciences IX; Business & Economics; Business III)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/actaoeco](http://www.jstor.org/journal/actaoeco)


   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Akadémiai Kiadó

   ISSN: 0001-6373

2. **Annales historiques de la Révolution française** (Arts & Sciences XI)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/annahistrevofran](http://www.jstor.org/journal/annahistrevofran)

   Coverage: No. 358 (Octobre/Décembre, 2009)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Armand Colin

   ISSN: 0003-4436

3. **Cereal Research Communications** (Ecology & Botany II)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/cereresecomm](http://www.jstor.org/journal/cereresecomm)
Coverage: Vol. 36, Supplement No. 5 (June, 2008)
Moving Wall: 5 years
Publisher: Akadémiai Kiadó
ISSN: 0133-3720

4. *Classical Outlook* (Arts & Sciences XV)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/classicaloutlook](http://www.jstor.org/journal/classicaloutlook)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 90, No. 2 (Winter, 2014)
   Moving Wall: 1 year
   Publisher: American Classical League
   ISSN: 0009-8361

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/communityecology](http://www.jstor.org/journal/communityecology)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 2, No. 1 (June, 2001)
   Moving Wall: 5 years
   Publisher: Akadémiai Kiadó
   ISSN: 1585-8553

6. *CTBUH Journal* (Sustainability)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/ctbuhj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/ctbuhj)
   
   Moving Wall: 1 year
   Publisher: Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat
   ISSN: 1946-1186
   E-ISSN: 1946-1194

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/eastasiascietch](http://www.jstor.org/journal/eastasiascietch)
   
   Coverage: No. 42 (2015)
   Moving Wall: 1 year
8. **Hastings Center Report** (Arts & Sciences VII)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/hastcentrepo](http://www.jstor.org/journal/hastcentrepo)


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Hastings Center

ISSN: 0093-0334

9. **Human Organization** (Arts & Sciences XV)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/humaorga](http://www.jstor.org/journal/humaorga)


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Society for Applied Anthropology

ISSN: 0018-7259

10. **Journal of Real Estate Literature** (Arts & Sciences XV)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/jrealestalite](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jrealestalite)


Moving Wall: 2 years

Publisher: American Real Estate Society

ISSN: 0927-7544

11. **Journal of Real Estate Portfolio Management** (Arts & Sciences XV)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/jrealestaportman](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jrealestaportman)

Coverage:

Vol. 1, No. 1 (1995);

Vol. 2, Nos. 1-2 (1996);

Vol. 3, No. 1 (1997);
Vol. 4, No. 2 (1998);
Vol. 5, No. 3 (1999);
Vol. 6, Nos. 1-3 (2000);
Vol. 8, No. 2 (2002)
Moving Wall: 2 years
Publisher: American Real Estate Society
ISSN: 1083-5547

12. *Journal of Real Estate Research* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jrealestarese

Coverage:
Vol. 12, No. 1 (1996);
Vol. 16, No. 2 (1998)
Moving Wall: 2 years
Publisher: American Real Estate Society
ISSN: 0896-5803


http://www.jstor.org/journal/morbmortweekrepo

Coverage: Vol. 25, No. 17 (May 7, 1976)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC)
ISSN: 0149-2195


http://www.jstor.org/journal/offiarchplan

Coverage:
Vol. 24, Nos. 1-11 (January-December, 1961);
15. **Ornithological Monographs** (Biological Sciences; Life Sciences)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/ornithmono](http://www.jstor.org/journal/ornithmono)

   Coverage: Nos. 79-80 (2014)

   Publication of this title ceased in 2014.

   Publisher: American Ornithological Society

   ISSN: 0078-6594

16. **Revista de Antropologia** (Arts & Sciences IX; Iberoamérica)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/reviantr](http://www.jstor.org/journal/reviantr)

   Coverage: Vol. 6, Nos. 1-2 (Junho-Dezembro, 1958)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Revista de Antropologia

   ISSN: 0034-7701

17. **Revue Bibliographique de Sinologie** (Arts & Sciences XIV; Asia)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/revubiblsino](http://www.jstor.org/journal/revubiblsino)

   Coverage: Vol. 9 (1991)

   Publication of this title ceased in 2005.

   Publisher: EHESS

   ISSN: 0080-2484

18. **Studia Leibnitiana** (Arts & Sciences VIII)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/studialeib](http://www.jstor.org/journal/studialeib)


   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Franz Steiner Verlag
Content for the following journals is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

1. **Análise Social** (Arts & Sciences IX)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/analisesocial](http://www.jstor.org/journal/analisesocial)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 52, No. 222 (2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Instituto Ciências Sociais da Universidad de Lisboa
   
   ISSN: 0003-2573

2. **Archaeology Ireland** (Ireland)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/archirel](http://www.jstor.org/journal/archirel)
   
   Coverage:
   
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Wordwell Ltd.
   
   ISSN: 0790-892X

3. **ASEE Prism** (Arts & Sciences XIV)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/aseeprism](http://www.jstor.org/journal/aseeprism)
   
   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 26, Nos. 2-3 (October-November, 2016);
   Vol. 26, No. 5 (January, 2017);
   Vol. 26, No. 7 (March/April, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: American Society for Engineering Education
4. **Canadian Journal of Irish Studies** (Ireland)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/canajirisstud](http://www.jstor.org/journal/canajirisstud)
   
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Canadian Association of Irish Studies
   
   ISSN: 0703-1459

5. **China Review** (Arts & Sciences XII)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/chinareview](http://www.jstor.org/journal/chinareview)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 17, No. 1 (February, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Chinese University Press
   
   ISSN: 1680-2012

6. **Columbia Law Review** (Arts & Sciences IV)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/colulawrevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/colulawrevi)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 117, No. 2 (March, 2017)
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Columbia Law Review Association, Inc.
   
   ISSN: 0010-1958

7. **Darwiniana** (Ecology & Botany II)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/darwiniana](http://www.jstor.org/journal/darwiniana)
   
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Instituto de Botánica Darwinion
8. **Filomat** (Arts & Sciences XV; Mathematics & Statistics)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/filomat](http://www.jstor.org/journal/filomat)


   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: University of Nis, Faculty of Sciences and Mathematics

   ISSN: 0354-5180
   E-ISSN: 2406-0933

9. **History Ireland** (Ireland)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/histirel](http://www.jstor.org/journal/histirel)

   Coverage: Vol. 25, Nos. 1-2 (January/February – March/April, 2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Wordwell Ltd.

   ISSN: 0791-8224

10. **Investigación Económica** (Arts & Sciences IX; Business & Economics; Business III; Iberoamérica Collection)

    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/inveecon](http://www.jstor.org/journal/inveecon)

    Coverage: Vol. 76, No. 299 (Enero/Marzo, 2017)

    Moving Wall: Zero

    Publisher: Facultad de Economia, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM)

    ISSN: 0185-1667

11. **Japan Review** (Arts & Sciences IX)

    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/nichjaparevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/nichjaparevi)

    Coverage: No. 29 (2016)

    Moving Wall: Zero
12. **Journal of Coastal Research** (Biological Sciences; Life Sciences)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcoasrese

   Coverage: Vol. 33, No. 2 (March, 2017)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Coastal Education & Research Foundation, Inc.

   ISSN: 0749-0208

13. **Journal of East Asian Affairs** (Arts & Sciences XII)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/jeastasiaaffa

   Coverage: Vol. 30, No. 2 (Fall/Winter, 2016)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Institute for National Security Strategy

   ISSN: 1010-1608

14. **Journal of Insurance Issues** (Business IV)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/jinsuiissu

   Coverage: Vol. 40, No. 1 (Spring, 2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Western Risk and Insurance Association

   ISSN: 1531-6076

15. **The Journal of Energy and Development** (Sustainability)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/jenerdeve

   Coverage: Vol. 41, No. 1/2 (Autumn/Spring, 2015/2016)

   Moving Wall: zero
16. **The Journal of Technology Studies** (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jtechstud](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jtechstud)

   Coverage: Vol. 41, Nos. 1-2 (Spring-Fall, 2015)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Epsilon Pi Tau, Inc.

   ISSN: 1071-6084
   E-ISSN: 1541-9258

17. **Journal of Tropical Forest Science** (Ecology & Botany II)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/jtropforescie](http://www.jstor.org/journal/jtropforescie)

   Coverage: Vol. 29, No. 2 (April, 2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Forest Research Institute Malaysia

   ISSN: 0128-1283

18. **The New Atlantis** (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/newatlantis](http://www.jstor.org/journal/newatlantis)

   Coverage: No. 51 (Winter, 2017)

   Moving Wall: Zero

   Publisher: Center for the Study of Technology and Society

   ISSN: 1543-1215


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/revfranscipoleng](http://www.jstor.org/journal/revfranscipoleng)
